


Leading the premium wallpapers national market, 
House Frame excels to prioritize the quality and originality 
of every single project, offering a unique service to each 

client.

The bespoke services are the key to the company’s success.
 

Besides, all the products are certificated for hospitality 
  projects feature.

“We see a wall as a blank canvas. 
Choosing the right wallpaper is an opportunity to create 

the perfect mood for the whole room.”



Give your home the personal touch it deserves. 
Make your own wallpaper with your most 

cherished photos or designs and turn a boring 
blank wall into a splash of your personality. 

Follow the steps and have them delivered pre-cut 
in just a few days. Contact our team for more 

information 

YOUR 
CUSTOM MADE 

WALLART



Classic
This is a collection fully-inspired on the best styles of history 

of art Renaissance and Baroque. 
All the wallpapers are contemporarily designed to follow 
a modern elegant vibe, without loosing their uniqueness.

Contemporary 
A collection that follows the ultimate wallpapers trends. 

Decorate your interior design project with premium quality 
and style.

Kids
Kids bedrooms are castles for their dreams and imagination. 
Discover the best of kids’ wallpapers for your next bedroom 

project.

COLLECTIONS



CLASSIC





 A beautiful wallpaper that holds a mysterious story about 
XIX century royalty. A special design in tones of brown, grey, 

beige and black. 

Young Girl - HF042





Inspired on the amazing story of Bianca Sforza, this brown 
tones wallpaper will inspire your next classic project

Bianca Sforza - HF041





Real paints come together to celebrate a classic premium 
wallpaper. A masterpiece to any wall project.

Old Illustration - HF056





This is the perfect design for your next office design. 
A beautifully- made wall covering for classics’ lovers. 

History - HF111





Became one of our most requested designs. 
Versailles has the potential to feature a hallway 

or a hotel room. 

Versailles - HF108





This city needs no comments. And neither this amazing 
wallpaper. An artsy piece perfect to be featured 

in any living room project. 

Venice - HF027





Our beloved three-dimensional wallpaper that is the perfect 
classic to your next classic-vibe interior design project. 

Parget - HF055





The best design for your next office design project. It looks 
even better with natural light. 

Library - HF064





This is a design for classic architecture lovers. An amazing 
brown-tones wallpaper that will take your project to another 

level.

Leonardo - HF020





An exclusive wallpaper full of history from this historical 
place, the Temple of Vesta.

Temple of Vesta - HF024





The best Europen city for culture and history lovers, Porto. 
This was the inspiration to design 

one of our most-requested wallpapers.. 

Porto - HF026





My book collection is the best wallpaper for a book-lovers 
living space. Inspire yourself and customise this design.

My Book Collection - HF109





A mix and match of Portuguese handprinted tiles. 
Important stories are behind this amazing design.

Mosaic - HF076





For the ones that want to add a touch of art 
to their mathematic passion, this is the best choice.

Genius - HF078





Your gallery on a wall. This wallpaper is a must-have to any 
interior design story.

My Gallery - HF040





Everybody loves a mid-century material, and this wallpaper 
is a tribute to one of them: lintel. 

Lintel - HF066





Timeless - HF102

A timeless design inspired on the Parisian XIX century 
houses. A must-have for a classic elegant project.





Bloom - HF127

There’s a very special tree in Japan named Sakura. 
This wallpaper was inspired by this amazing tree 

that is a gift from nature



CONTEMPORARY





Blue Waters - HF049

An abstract design in blue tones. 
This design brings the piece and softness that your living 

space needs.





Tissue - HF050

Earthy tones to bring nature to your interior design project. 
Mix and match other tones and get your bespoke design.





Landscape - HF054

This wall-covering will bring the forest to your living room 
design.





Feathers - HF059

A design full of details that will provide a sense 
of uniqueness to your interior design project. 







Bagage - HF067

This wallpaper is an excellent choice for a hotel lobby. 
Travellers will be in love with such a memorable wall design. 





Marble - HF068

Marble is a noble stone. This design is a statement of luxury 
and elegance for any interior. 





Zig Zag Shelf - HF074

A three-dimensional black and white design that will make 
your project gain another life. 





Zebra - HF079

An African inspired design that mixes colours and shapes 
offering a unique feel to an interior design project





Abstract - HF112

Abstract thinking wallpaper is an amazing composition 
of rectangular shapes and beige tones. 

Perfect to be featured on a hospitality project.





Gemstone - HF098

This pink tones wallpaper will be responsible to bring 
some sexiness to your next project.





Ocean - HF094

An abstract and artistic ocean’s view.
 A must-have in any modern interior design project. 





Big Waves - HF090

Big waves, big designs. This blue tones wall-covering 
is a one-of-a-kind for a living room design.





Botanical - HF121

How tropical is this design? An amazing composition 
of elements and colours that will perfectly boost your living 

spaces. See also the Tropical Green wallpaper design.





Palm Lines - HF125

Blue and gold never looked so good. 
This wallpaper is an inspirational design for any wall project.



How tropical is this design? An amazing composition of elements and colours that will perfectly boost your living spaces. See also the Tropical Green wallpaper design.How tropical is this design? An amazing composition of elements and colours that will perfectly boost your living spaces. See also the Tropical Green wallpaper design.
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Tropical Green - HF128

How tropical is this design? An amazing composition of 
elements and colours that will perfectly boost your living 

spaces. See also the Botanical.





Ethereal - HF131

Beige and flowers’ petals get together to conceive 
a beautiful design. 





Fading Flower - HF134

Pink cherry flowers are a lovely option for a girls bedroom. 
Fall in love with this design as much as we do.





Botanic Sketch - HF135

A mix of flowers and natural elements that lead nature 
to your living space. 



KIDS





Ballons - HF046

A dreamy scenario that brings quietness to a kids bedroom 
decor.





Town - HF047

A beautiful decor element that will boost your kids 
imagination. 





Blue Bird - HF002

A dreamy-mood natural design for a bedroom project.





Butterflies - HF012

Every girl will dream with this wallpaper. A beautiful design 
that will make any kids’ bedroom project a magic place. 





Pet Shop - HF085

Kids love animals, and that’s a fact. This lovely wallpaper
 is for those kids who love to live surrounded by cute pets. 





Aquarium - HF007

It’s so much funnier to live under water. The perfect design 
for water-lovers kids.





Cute world - HF122

There’s no better way of teaching kids about geography 
on a thematic and cool way. This wallpaper is one of our 

best-sellers for kids’ room projects.





Winter breeze - HF011

The Winter breeze requests cosiness and cuddles. 
This is all your kids will want on their new room ’s decor.





House - HF123

Different houses on a wall. A fun design for a kids bedroom 
project. 





Voyage - HF084

With Porto’s city houses inspiration, this wall-covering 
brings a dreamy cute mood to a baby’s bedroom. 





Slate - HF062

Who doesn’t remember the black boards in elder schools?
Who doesn’t love it? Slate pays a tribute to those amazing 
instruments of study and communication between teatcher 

and student.



Dancing Birds - HF139

It’s impossible no tot fall in love with this wallpaper. 
Dancing birds is a classic and our best-sellers.



info@houseframe.pt
Rua João Macedo Correia nº122

4750-303 Barcelos
Portugal


